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Abstract. Following the work of Harris and Kudla, we prove a general form of a
conjecture of Jacquet relating the non-vanishing of a certain period integral to non-
vanishing of the central critical value of a certain L-function. As a consequence, we deduce
a theorem relating the existence of GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear forms on irreducible, admissible
representations of GL2ðKÞ for a commutative semi-simple cubic algebra K over a non-
archimedean local field k in terms of local epsilon factors which was proved only in some
cases by the first author in his earlier work in [16]. This has been achieved by globalising
a locally distinguished supercuspidal representation to a globally distinguished representa-
tion, a result of independent interest which is proved by an application of the relative trace
formula.

1. Introduction

Let F be a number field and E a semisimple cubic algebra over F , i.e., let E be either
a cubic field extension of F , or E ¼ F lF 0 with a quadratic field extension F 0 of F , or
E ¼ F lF lF .

For a cuspidal automorphic representation P of the group GL2ðAEÞ with trivial cen-
tral character restricted to A�

F , where AF is the adèle ring of F , and AE ¼ E nF AF , the
period integral Ð

A�
F GL2ðFÞnGL2ðAF Þ

f ðgÞ dg;

has been much studied in the split case E ¼ F lF lF , where a famous question, asked by
Jacquet, and now completely settled by Harris and Kudla in [7] completing their earlier
proof for special cases given in [6], relates the non-vanishing of this period integral to the
non-vanishing of the central critical L-value Lð1=2;P1 nP2 nP3Þ of an automorphic rep-
resentation P of GL2ðAEÞ ¼ GL2ðAF Þ � GL2ðAF Þ � GL2ðAF Þ of the form P1 nP2 nP3.
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It is natural to study this question in the general case of any semisimple cubic algebra
E over a number field F . We recall that for an automorphic representation P of GL2ðAEÞ,
unramified outside a finite set S of places of E, the triple product L-function comprising of
local factors outside S, to be denoted by LS

3 ðs;PÞ, was shown to have meromorphic con-
tinuation and a certain functional equation by Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis in [14], using a
generalized version of Garrett’s integral representation. In [9], Ikeda proved (again using the
integral representation) that this result can be extended to the completed L-function defined
as a product of local factors over all places (including the archimedean ones). The local
factors occurring here are defined in terms of local zeta integrals.

On the other hand, Shahidi identified LS
3 ðs;PÞ as a partial L-function which arises out

of the Langlands-Shahidi method, and was able to get a complete L-function L3ðs;PÞ in-
corporating all the finite and infinite primes, having a functional equation of the form

L3ðs;PÞ ¼ e3ðs;PÞL3ð1 � s;PÞ;

where

e3ðs;PÞ ¼
Q
v

e3; vðs;PvÞ;

and where P ¼
N

Pv, Pv being a representation of GL2ðE nF FvÞ, and e3; vðs;PvÞ are
the local epsilon factors associated to Pv which are equal to 1 for almost all places v

of F .

If D is a quaternion algebra over F we denote by DE the algebra DnF E and by PDE

the automorphic representation of D�ðAEÞ corresponding to P under the correspondence
of Jacquet and Langlands (if it exists).

The aim of this paper is to prove the following general form of the theorem of Harris
and Kudla and to show that this general form can be applied to the study of invariant linear
forms, completing the results of the first author in [16].

Theorem 1.1. Let P be a cuspidal irreducible automorphic representation of the adelic

group GL2ðAEÞ with central character that is trivial on A�
F . Denote by L3ðs;PÞ the (com-

pleted ) twisted tensor L-function of P. Then L3ð1=2;PÞ3 0 if and only if there exists a qua-

ternion algebra D over F such that PDE is defined and there exists a function f DE in the space

of PDE such that

Ið f DE Þ ¼
Ð

A�
F D�ðFÞnD�ðAF Þ

f DE ðyÞ dy3 0:ð1:1Þ

We show in this paper that most of the proof given in [7] for the split case in fact goes
through for a general semisimple cubic algebra. It should be noted that the proof in [7]
uses the definition of the triple product L-function through the integral representation
from [14], [9] and the fact that by the work of Ramakrishnan [20], this L-function in the
split case coincides with the definition of Shahidi as well as with the one given in terms of
representations of the Weil-Deligne group; this has not yet been established for general E

(in particular, Ikeda’s paper [9] excludes the case of a cubic field extension E=F in Lemma
2.2 and its corollary).
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We will see, however, that for questions of vanishing or nonvanishing at 1=2 it makes
no di¤erence which definition of the L-function L3ðs;PÞ we choose to formulate our theo-
rem.

We end this introduction by mentioning that in the split case E ¼ F lF lF more
precise versions of Theorem 1.1 have been investigated, starting with the work of Harris
and Kudla [6] and continued by Gross and Kudla [4], Böcherer and Schulze-Pillot [2],
and in the thesis of Watson [24]. These more precise versions use the connection between
the central critical value of the L-function L3ðs;PÞ with period integrals to prove rational-
ity results and even explicit formulas for this central critical value under additional assump-
tions on P; the explicit formulas obtained have found applications to questions in quantum
chaos in [24], [1]. It would be natural to extend these results in the context of our work to
the case of general cubic algebras over a number field.

2. Proof of Jacquet’s conjecture

Let G denote the algebraic group over F whose group of F -points is the group

fg A GL2ðEÞ j detðgÞ A F�g:

The group GðFÞ embeds into the symplectic similitude group GSp6ðFÞ by viewing GL2ðEÞ
as the similitude group of the standard symplectic form on E2 which can be embedded in
GSp6ðFÞ by choosing an F -basis of E and taking the trace of the symplectic form viewed as
a symplectic form on F 6; the matrices from GL2ðEÞ with determinant in F� yield then ele-
ments of the symplectic similitude group of this form on F 6. This embedding carries over
to the group of adelic points. Let G1 denote the algebraic group over F whose group of
F -points is the group

fg A GL2ðEÞ j detðgÞ ¼ 1g:

Let P be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2ðAEÞ with central character which
is trivial on A�

F . We consider the normalized Eisenstein series E�ðg; s;FsÞ on GSp6ðAF Þ
defined in [7], (1.5) with a factorizable section Fs, and to an automorphic form f A P we
form the global zeta integral

Zðs; f ;FsÞ ¼
Ð

A�
F GðFÞnGðAF Þ

E�ðg; s;FsÞ f ðgÞ dg:ð2:1Þ

We fix an additive character c ¼
Q
v

cv of AF=F and suppose that f has a factorizable
Whit-taker function W cðgÞ ¼

Q
v

W c
v ðgvÞ.

By [14], Theorem 2.1, and the remark following it, the global zeta integral factors as a
product

Q
v

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ of local zeta integrals for su‰ciently large ReðsÞ, where the local

zeta integrals Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ ¼

Ð
Fs; vðdvgÞW c

v ðgÞ dg are absolutely convergent for large
ReðsÞ by [14], Proposition 3.2. This factorization of the global zeta integral is obtained in
[14] (following Garrett’s method) by the usual unfolding trick; the element dv occurring in
the last integral is a representative of the only open orbit of GðFvÞ acting on PvnGSp6ðFvÞ,
for Pv the Siegel parabolic in GSp6ðFvÞ.
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The following lemma is a generalization of [7], Corollary 2.3:

Lemma 2.1. With notations as above one has L3ð1=2;PÞ3 0 if and only if there is

f A P and a factorizable section Fs such that Zð0; f ;FsÞ3 0.

Proof. We prove the lemma using the local factors given by the method of integral
representation and discuss the other definitions for the local factors at bad places in the end.

We let S be any finite set of places of E containing all the archimedean places such
that the additive character C of AE obtained from the character c of AF by taking the trace
map is unramified outside S and such that P is unramified outside S.

For a factorizable section Fs and f A P with factorizable Whittaker function W c as
above, we let S1 ¼ S1ð f ;FsÞMS be a finite set of places of F such that for v B S1, f is
GL2ðOE

v Þ fixed with W c
v ðeÞ ¼ 1, where OE

v is the maximal compact subring of E nFv, and
such that the section Fs; v is right GSp6ðOvÞ-invariant with Fs; vðeÞ ¼ 1.

By [14], Theorem 3.1, the local zeta integrals for the places v B S1 are then equal to the
local factors of the L-function L3ðs;PÞ, with the argument shifted by 1=2, so that we obtain

Zðs; f ;FsÞ ¼ LS1

3 s þ 1

2
;P

� � Q
v AS1

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ:ð2:2Þ

This identity, at first valid for ReðsÞ su‰ciently large, extends to the complex plane by mero-
morphic continuation.

As a first step, we prove the assertion of the lemma with L3ðs;PÞ replaced by the par-
tial L-function LS

3 ðs;PÞ, where the exponent S on L3 indicates the product of the local fac-
tors for the v B S.

If we have LS
3 ð1=2;PÞ3 0 we can choose f and the components Fs; v of a section Fs

for the v B S so that we can take S1 ¼ S above and have

LS
3 s þ 1

2
;P

� �
¼

Q
v BS

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ:

By [14], Proposition 3.3, [9], p. 227, we can then choose the local data at the places in S in
such a way that the local zeta integrals Zvðs;W c

v ;Fs; vÞ for v A S are3 0 at s ¼ 0. With this
choice of data f , Fs we obtain then

Zð0; f ;FsÞ ¼
Q

v AS

Zvð0;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ

Q
v BS

Zvð0;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ3 0;

since both factors are nonzero.

If LS
3 ð1=2;PÞ ¼ 0 then for any choice of factorizable data we consider again the fac-

torization

Zðs; f ;FsÞ ¼
Q
v

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ

and choose a finite set S1 MS as above.
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For the v A S1nS by [14], App. 3 to Section 3, [9], p. 227, the local zeta integral
Zvðs � 1=2;W c

v ;Fs; vÞ is a multiple of the local L-factor Lvðs;PÞ by a polynomial in qs
v,

q�s
v , so that

Q
v BS

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ

has a zero at s ¼ 0 as well. Moreover, by [9], Lemma 2.1, and using the result of [11] for the
Satake parameters of ~PPv at any place v of an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representa-
tion ~PP of GL2, we see that the local zeta integrals Zvðs;W c

v ;Fs; vÞ have no pole in the region

Re s >
15

34
� 1

2
(which contains the point s ¼ 0), for any finite v.

The zero of
Q

v BS

Zvðs;W c
v ;Fs; vÞ at s ¼ 0 therefore cannot be cancelled by a pole in the

other factors and we obtain Zðs; f ;FsÞ ¼ 0 at s ¼ 0 for all choices of factorizable data as
asserted.

To come back to L3ð1=2;PÞ itself, we notice that the local factors of L3ðs;PÞ are
nonzero by definition. Moreover, by Ikeda’s argument for the local zeta integrals used
above, the local factors of L3ðs;PÞ have no poles at s ¼ 1=2. We therefore see that
L3ð1=2;PÞ3 0 is equivalent to LS

3 ð1=2;PÞ3 0, and the assertion of the lemma follows.

We finally note that the argument given above for the transition between L3ð1=2;PÞ
and LS

3 ð1=2;PÞ, goes through for the two other methods mentioned in the introduction for
defining local L-factors at the places in S, so that the statement of the lemma is true for
these other definitions of local factors as well (even though we have at present no proof
that the definitions do in fact coincide).

Indeed what we need is that the local factors of L3ðs;PÞ have no poles at s ¼ 1=2.
This is clearly true for the local factors given in terms of representations of the Weil-Deligne
group by the Kim-Shahidi estimate from [11] used above. For the local factors given by
Shahidi in [22] it is also true, we check this for the case of a (local) cubic field extension:
If Pv is tempered, it is [22], Proposition 7.2. In the (hypothetical) case that Pv is not tem-
pered, it is a subquotient of a representation induced from a character ðm1j j

t; m2j j
�tÞ of

the Borel subgroup. In that case, Shahidi’s construction in [22], Section 7, reduces the def-
inition of the local factor by induction to local factors for characters. The latter are just the
usual factors of Hecke L-functions with pole free region fs jReðsÞ > 3tg, and the estimate
t < 5=34 guarantees again that the local factor of L3 is free of poles in that region. r

It remains to check that in the general case one can convert the assertion of the last
lemma about the global zeta integral into the assertion of the theorem in the same way as in
[7].

We recall some notation. We let D be a quaternion algebra over F and a A F� and
consider D equipped with the quadratic form qaðxÞ ¼ anðxÞ (where nðxÞ denotes the re-
duced norm of x) as a quadratic space V ¼ VðD; aÞ over F . We let H ¼ HV ¼ GOðVÞ be
the similitude group of V (with similitude factor n) and H1 ¼ OðVÞLH.
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We denote by GSp
þ;V
6 ðAF Þ the adelic group of symplectic similitudes (over F ) having

positive similitude factor at all the (necessarily real) infinite places v of F where DnFv is
a division algebra. For g A GSp

þ;V
6 ðAF Þ and a test function j ¼ jV A S

�
VðAF Þ3� the usual

theta integral (defined by regularization if D ¼ M2ðFÞ), is defined as

Iðg; jÞ ¼
Ð

H1ðFÞnH1ðAF Þ
yðh1h; g; jÞ dh1;ð2:3Þ

where h A HðAF Þ with nðhÞ ¼ nðgÞ as in [7], (3.9). Moreover, the function Ið�; jÞ on
GSpþ;V

6 ðAF Þ has a unique left GSp6ðFÞ-invariant extension to all of GSp6ðAF Þ, which we
will also denote by g 7! Iðg; jÞ.

By [7], Corollary 5.1, the assertion of Lemma 2.1 gives then, as a consequence of the
Siegel-Weil theorem, that one has L3ð1=2;PÞ ¼ 0 if and only if for all choices of
V ¼ VðD; aÞ as D and a A F � vary, test function jV A S

�
VðAF Þ3� and f A P one has

Ð
A�

F GðFÞnGðAF Þ
Iðg; jVÞ f ðgÞ dg ¼ 0;ð2:4Þ

in this step the structure of the cubic algebra E plays no role at all.

For each choice of V , let HðFÞ ¼ HV ðFÞ ¼ fh A HðEÞ j nðhÞ A F�g. We write H1 for
the subgroup of H where the similitude groups above are replaced by the respective ortho-
gonal groups.

We write ~HH ¼ ðD� � D�Þz hti, where the involution t acts on D� � D� by
ðb1; b2Þ 7! ðb�1

2 ; b1
�1Þ, and ~HH 0 ¼ D� � D�. Analogously we have ~HH, ~HH0 as covering groups

of H ¼ GOðV nEÞ, and H0 ¼ GSOðV nEÞ.

The groups Sp6, H1 form a dual reductive pair in Sp24, and the groups G1, H1 form
another dual reductive pair in this big symplectic group. For the latter pair, we obtain first
in the usual way an embedding of SL2ðEÞ � OðV nEÞ into the isometry group of the stan-
dard 8-dimensional symplectic space over E which is then transferred to an embedding of
G1 �H1 into Sp24 by taking the trace from E to F .

The proof in [7] proceeds then (for E ¼ F 3) as follows: For a cuspidal automorphic
form f on GðAF Þ one considers the lifted form on HðAF Þ given by

Iðh; j; f Þ ¼
Ð

G1ðFÞnG1ðAF Þ
yðh; g1g; jÞ f ðg1gÞ dg1;ð2:5Þ

where g A GðAF Þ is arbitrary with detðgÞ ¼ nðhÞ and where j is any Schwartz-Bruhat func-
tion on the space VðAF Þ3.

One considers then the seesaw pair

Ið�; jÞ GSp6 H Ið�; j; f Þ����
����

f G H ¼ GOðVÞ 1;

ð2:6Þ

where H ¼ HV and H ¼ HV depends on the choice of the quadratic space V ¼ VðD; aÞ.
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The seesaw identity given in [12] yields in this situation

Ð
A�

F GðFÞnGðAF Þ
Iðg; jVÞ f ðgÞ dg ¼

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
Iðh; jV ; f Þ dhð2:7Þ

for all the possible choices of V ¼ VðD; aÞ.

From this we see that L3ð1=2;PÞ ¼ 0 if and only if for all choices of V ¼ VðD; aÞ, all
j A S

�
VðAF Þ3�, and all f A P, one has

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
Iðh; jV ; f Þ dh ¼ 0:ð2:8Þ

Finally, fixing one choice of V ¼ VðD; aÞ (and omitting V from the notation) it is shown
that

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
Iðh; j; f Þ dh ¼

Ð
ðA�

F �A�
F Þ ~HH 0ðFÞn ~HH 0ðAF Þ

~IIðh; j; f Þ dh;ð2:9Þ

where ~IIð�; j; f Þ denotes the pullback of Ið�; j; f Þ to ~HHðAF Þ. Rewriting

~II
�
ðb1; b2Þ; j; f

�
¼

P
r

I 1; rðb1; j; f ÞI 2; rðb2; j; f Þð2:10Þ

for bi A D�ðAEÞ and for suitable functions I i; rðbi; j; f Þ A PD one arrives at the assertion of
the theorem. (We recall that an automorphic function on a product of two groups is a finite
sum of products of automorphic functions on the two groups.)

The key tools in [7] in these steps are the analysis of the theta correspondence
for similitude groups for the dual pair

�
G ¼

�
GL2ðFÞ3�

0
;H ¼

�
GOðVÞ3�

0

�
where the

subscript 0 refers to the subgroup with equal similitude factors and the use of the
seesaw identity given above. Since the necessary facts about the theta correspondence
for similitude groups were proved in [7] over an arbitrary number field, this ana-

lysis still applies if one replaces the pair
�
GL2ðFÞ3;D�ðFÞ3� by

�
GL2ðEÞ;D�ðEÞ

�
or�

GL2ðFÞ � GL2ðF 0Þ;D�ðFÞ � D�ðF 0Þ
�
. It is then not di‰cult to check step by step that

the proof carries over to our more general situation. For the sake of completeness we con-
clude this section by reconsidering two of the steps given above.

The first point that we wish to elaborate upon is about the case DðFÞ ¼ M2ðFÞ, where,
as remarked earlier the theta integral giving the function Iðg; jÞ on GSp6ðAF Þ has to be
defined by regularization. If F has at least one real place v0 this can be done as described
in [6], p. 620/621.

One considers then the di¤erential operator z from the center of the universal envel-
oping algebra of GSp6ðFv0

Þ (with Fv0
¼ R) whose image under the Harish-Chandra isomor-

phism is the symmetric polynomial
�
x2

1x2
2 þ x2

1x2
3 þ x2

2x2
3 � 5ðx2

1 þ x2
2 þ x2

3Þ þ 21
�
=12. This

di¤erential operator has the property that it maps to zero in the universal enveloping
algebra of SOð1; 1Þ under the homomorphism of universal enveloping algebras induced
by the local theta correspondence, from which one can deduce that for any Schwartz
function f A S

�
M2;6ðRÞ

�
with Fourier transform f̂f A S

�
M6;2ðRÞ

�
, oðzÞf̂f vanishes on

the set of matrices of ranke 1. As a consequence, y
�
g; h;oðzÞf

�
is of rapid decay along

OðVÞðFÞnOðVÞðAF Þ, and hence it makes sense to define
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Iðg; jÞ :¼
Ð

H1ðFÞnH1ðAF Þ
y
�
g; h1h;oðzÞj

�
dh1ð2:11Þ

where h A HðAF Þ with nðhÞ ¼ nðgÞ as above.

Using this modified Iðg; jÞ and writing V ¼ V0 in this case, one obtains

Ð
A�

F GðFÞnGðAF Þ
Iðg; jV0Þ f ðgÞ dgð2:12Þ

¼
Ð

A�
F GðF ÞnGðAF Þ

� Ð
H1ðFÞnH1ðAF Þ

y
�
g; h1h;oðzHÞj

�
dh1

�
f ðgÞ dg

¼
Ð

A�
F HðFÞnHðAF Þ

I
�
h;oðzHÞjV0 ; f

�
dh

¼
Ð

A�
F HðFÞnHðAF Þ

rðzHÞIðh; jV0 ; f Þ dh

¼ c
Ð

A�
F HðFÞnHðAF Þ

Iðh; jV0 ; f Þ dh:

Here, in the first equality we take an element zH of the center of the universal enveloping
algebra of the Lie algebra h of HðRÞ with oðzÞ ¼ oðzHÞ on the space S

�
V0ðAF Þ3�; such

an element exists and can be computed explicitly as described in [19] and [13], Proposition
5.1.1. The second equality is the usual seesaw identity with the di¤erentiated theta ker-
nel y

�
g; h;oðzHÞj

�
which is of rapid decay. The third equality, in which we write rðzHÞ

for the action of zH on functions on HðAF Þ, is a consequence of the fact that the map
j 7! Iðh; j; f Þ from S

�
V0ðAF Þ3� to the space of functions on A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ is HðAF Þ-
invariant.

Since the theta lift Iðh; jV0 ; f Þ of the cusp form f to HðAF Þ is cuspidal we obtain the
last equality (with c being equal to the constant term of rðDHÞ) from the well known fact
that

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
f1ðhÞXf0ðhÞ dh ¼ �

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
Xf1ðhÞf0ðhÞ dh

for X A h and a pair consisting of a cusp form f0 and an arbitrary automorphic form f1 on
HðAF Þ with trivial central characters.

An explicit computation gives c ¼ 1, and one obtains an identity of the usual shape

Ð
A�

F GðFÞnGðAF Þ
Iðg; jV0Þ f ðgÞ dg ¼

Ð
A�

F HðFÞnHðAF Þ
Iðh; jV0 ; f Þ dh:

Thus although the seesaw identity is invoked only for certain elements of the space
S
�
V0ðAF Þ3� of the form oðzÞj, these elements lift cusp forms on G surjectively onto cusp

forms on H.

If all archimedean places of F are complex one can replace the argument above by a
similar argument using a non-archimedean place at which all representations are unramified
principal series and replacing the di¤erential operator used above by a suitable Hecke op-
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erator as in [23]. Explicitly, one uses the Hecke operator z whose image under the Satake
isomorphism is the polynomial

x1x2 þ x1x3 þ x2x3 � ðy2 þ y1Þðx1 þ x2 þ x3Þ þ ðy4 þ y3 þ y2 þ y1 þ 4Þ

where xj ¼ qsj þ q�sj , yj ¼ q j þ q�j and where q is the order of the residue field. This z

maps to zero in the Hecke algebra of SOð1; 1Þ under the homomorphism of Hecke algebras
induced by the local theta correspondence and can therefore be used for regularizing the
theta integral (similarly as done above at the real place) as in [23]; its image in the Hecke
algebra of SOð2; 2Þ acts by the nonzero scalar y4 � y3 � 2y2 þ y1 on the constant function
1, and the argument from above works in the same way.

Our second remark concerns the proof of (2.9) in [6], [7] relating the period integral
on GOð4Þ to one on GSOð4Þ which we elaborate upon in the next section.

3. Automorphic forms on disconnected groups

The period integral which naturally occurs from the consideration of seesaw pairs in
the last section is on the group GOð4Þ, whereas the final theorem is about a period integral
on GSOð4Þ. (By (2.10), it is trivial to see that the integral on GSOð4Þ is nonzero if and only
if the integral on the corresponding quaternion algebra is nonzero.) Harris and Kudla give a
proof of this in [6]. This is a subtle point. We take the occasion to make some general com-
ments about automorphic forms on disconnected groups. We begin with some generality.

Let G be a group containing a subgroup G0 of index 2, and let s be an involution in G

such that G ¼ G0 z hsi.

An irreducible representation of G0 which is invariant under s can be extended in ex-
actly two distinct ways to an irreducible representation of G. In general, there is no way of
distinguishing between these two extensions. However, there are many situations in which
one can distinguish between these two extensions. One context in which one has learnt to
distinguish between the two extensions is in the problem of base change for GLn, say over a
local field. Here given a quadratic extension K=k of local fields with s the nontrivial ele-
ment of the Galois group, for an irreducible admissible representation p of GLnðKÞ which
is Galois invariant, there is a natural extension ~pp of p to GLnðKÞz hsi such that the char-
acter identity,

Y~ppðg; sÞ ¼ YtðNm gÞ;

holds for a representation t of GLnðkÞ, g any s-regular element of GLnðKÞ with Nm g its
norm. This natural extension is achieved via uniqueness of Whittaker, or degenerate Whit-
taker model through a generality that we discuss below.

In general, suppose G0 has a subgroup H together with a character w : H ! C� such
that the inner-conjugation action by s takes H to H, and w to w. Assuming that w appears
in p with multiplicity 1, we define a preferred extension ~pp of p to be the representation of G

for which the character ~ww : H z hsi ! C� extended from w trivially across hsi appears (as
a quotient) in ~pp. Of course this notion of preferred extension depends on the G-conjugacy
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class of the triple ðs;H; wÞ. It happens in many situations that there is more than one natural
choice of G-conjugacy class of the triple ðs;H; wÞ in which case it may be of interest to com-
pare the various preferred extensions.

In our context, there exists a canonical extension of a representation of the group
GSOð4Þ over a local field to one of GOð4Þ which we discuss now.

Let ðq;VÞ be a quadratic space of dimension 4, and discriminant 1. It is easy to see
that GOðVÞ operates transitively on the set of vectors Vq30 ¼ fv A V j qðvÞ3 0g. Fix v0 A V

such that qðv0Þ3 0, and let W be the orthogonal complement of v0, and s the reflection
around W . Let H ¼ OðWÞ be the stabiliser in GOðVÞ of the vector v0. It can be seen that
an irreducible representation p of GSOðVÞ which is invariant under the action of s contains
a unique, up to scaling, linear form l : p ! C fixed under H0 ¼ SOðWÞ. The preferred ex-
tension of p to GOðVÞ is the one for which H ¼ OðWÞ operates trivially on l.

It can be seen that if ðq;VÞ is the direct sum of 2 hyperbolic spaces, then for an irre-
ducible unramified representation p of GSOðVÞ, the preferred extension as defined in the
previous paragraph is the unique spherical representation of GOðVÞ containing p.

Similarly there exists a canonical extension of a s-invariant automorphic representa-
tion of the group GSO4ðAF Þ to one of GO4ðAF Þ which we describe now, in greater gener-
ality.

Suppose G is an algebraic group over a number field F , containing an involution s,
and a subgroup G0 such that G ¼ G0 z hsi. Let p ¼

N
pv be an automorphic representa-

tion of G0 realised on a space of functions on G0ðFÞnG0ðAF Þ which is invariant under s.
Since the factorisation p ¼

N
pv is unique up to isomorphism, each of the representations

pv is invariant under sv (¼ s, now thought of as an element of GðFvÞ), i.e., svðpvÞG pv; this
cannot be used to define an action of GðFvÞ on pv as the action of sv is well-defined only up
to a sign.

Recall that evaluating at the identity element gives rise to a linear form ep : p ! C

which is G0ðFÞ-invariant. This linear form is clearly s-invariant for the natural action of s
on p. To extend the automorphic representation p ¼

N
v

pv of G0ðAF Þ to GðAF Þ, first we

extend the representation pv of G0ðFvÞ to a representation ~ppv of GðFvÞ, keeping it spherical
at almost all places, and such that the action of s on p ¼

N
v

pv is the same as that of
N

v

sv

on it, but with no other constraints. (We will call the condition s ¼
N

v

sv, the coherence

condition.) We keep the linear form e~pp : ~pp ¼
N

v

~ppv ! C same as ep on p ¼ ~pp. Since ep is s

as well as G0ðFÞ-invariant, it is GðFÞ-invariant, and thus we have constructed an automor-
phic representation of GðAF Þ.

In particular, if an automorphic representation p ¼
N

v

pv of G0ðAF Þ is s-invariant,

and the representations pv of G0ðFvÞ have a canonical extension to representations ~ppv of
GðFvÞ, there is a canonical extension of automorphic forms from G0ðAF Þ to GðAF Þ assum-
ing that the coherence condition s ¼

N
v

sv is satisfied. In the context of GSOð4Þ, this ca-
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nonical extension is the one that appears as theta lift from GLð2Þ, cf. [8], the coherence con-
dition being automatic here.

The following lemma relates the non-vanishing of period integrals on GO4ðAF Þ to
that on GSO4ðAF Þ.

Lemma 3.1. Let E be a cubic semi-simple algebra over a number field F , and P an

automorphic representation on GO4ðAEÞ obtained by theta lifting from GL2ðAEÞ. Then a

nonzero GSO4ðAF Þ-invariant linear form on P is GO4ðAF Þ-invariant.

Proof. Because of the multiplicity 1 theorems in [15], and [16], it su‰ces to prove
the corresponding local statement. Let K be a cubic semi-simple algebra over a local field
k, and p an irreducible representation of GO4ðKÞ obtained by theta lifting from GL2ðKÞ.
Then we prove that any GSO4ðkÞ-invariant linear form on p is GO4ðkÞ-invariant.

Identifying GSO4 to the quotient of D� � D� by the scalar matrices ðt; t�1Þ, where D is
a quaternion algebra over k, GO4 becomes the corresponding quotient of ðD� � D�ÞzZ=2
where Z=2 operates by switching the factors.

Under the identification of GSO4 with D� � D� divided by a central subgroup, the
representation p which is invariant under the switching of the factors, can be written as
p1 n p1 for an irreducible representation p1 of D�ðKÞ. Any GSO4ðkÞ-invariant linear form
on p1 n p1 is up to a scalar, of the form ln l : p1 n p1 ! C for a D�ðkÞ-invariant linear
form l : p1 ! C. Clearly, the linear form ln l : p1 n p1 ! C is invariant under the switch-
ing of the factors, and that completes the proof of the lemma.

4. Globalisation of locally distinguished representations

In this section we prove a globalisation theorem which is the main technical tool for
establishing local theorems from the corresponding global theorems.

Let k be a local field, G a reductive algebraic group over k, and H a closed algebraic
subgroup of G defined over k. We abuse notation and use G, H to also denote the corre-
sponding group of k-rational points. For a character w : H ! C�, we define a representa-
tion p of G to be w-distinguished by H if there exists a nonzero linear form l : p ! C on
which H operates via the character w.

Let G, H now be algebraic groups defined over a number field F , and let w be a one
dimensional automorphic representation of HðAF Þ. Let Z be the identity component of the
center of the algebraic group G, and which we assume without loss of generality in the rest
of this section to be contained in H . We assume further that H=Z has no F -rational char-
acter. We abuse notation to denote the restriction of w to ZðFÞnZðAF Þ also by w. An auto-
morphic representation P of GðAF Þ is said to be globally w-distinguished by H, if the pe-
riod integral

Ð
HðFÞZðAF ÞnHðAF Þ

f ðhÞw�1ðhÞ dh
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is nonzero for some f A P. Observe that for the function f ðhÞw�1ðhÞ on HðAF Þ to be
ZðAF Þ-invariant, we must have the central character of P restricted to ZðAF Þ be the
same as w restricted to ZðAF Þ. We note that by the theorem of Borel and Harish-Chandra,
under our assumption that H=Z has no F -rational characters, HðFÞZðAF ÞnHðAF Þ has fi-
nite volume. (Here H need not be reductive.) Therefore the period integral makes sense, for
instance, for f a cusp form, as cusp forms are known to be bounded on GðAF Þ.

Here is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Let H be a closed subgroup of a reductive group G, both defined over a

number field F. Let Z be the identity component of the center of G, which we assume is con-

tained in H such that H=Z has no F-rational character. Let w ¼
Q
v

wv be a one dimensional

automorphic representation of HðAF Þ. Suppose that S is a finite set of non-Archimedean

places of F , and pv a supercuspidal representation of GðFvÞ for all v A S, which is wv-

distinguished by HðFvÞ, i.e., HomHðFvÞðpv; wvÞ3 0 for all v A S. Let T be a finite set of places

containing S and all the infinite places, such that G is quasi-split at places outside T , and wv

is unramified outside T , i.e., if GðOvÞ is a hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup of GðFvÞ,
then wv is trivial on HðFvÞXGðOvÞ. Then there exists a global automorphic form P ¼

N
Pv

of GðAF Þ, necessarily cuspidal, such that Pv ¼ pv for v A S, and Pv is unramified at all finite

places of F outside T , and an f A P such that

Ð
HðF ÞZðAF ÞnHðAF Þ

f ðhÞwðhÞ�1
dh3 0:

Before beginning the proof of this theorem, we gather together a few results which go
into the proof. The first result we need is a lemma about when certain global points in an
adelic space are discrete.

Lemma 4.2. Let H be a closed algebraic subgroup of a reductive group G, both de-

fined over a number field F. Assume that there exists a finite dimensional algebraic represen-

tation V of G defined over F , and a vector v A V whose stabiliser in G is H. Then the orbit

of GðFÞ passing through the identity element of GðAF Þ=HðAF Þ is a discrete subset of

GðAF Þ=HðAF Þ.

Proof. The hypothesis of the lemma identifies GðAF Þ=HðAF Þ to a subset of VðAF Þ
containing the vector v A VðFÞ. Since the GðFÞ orbit of v A VðFÞ is contained in VðFÞ
which is a discrete subset of VðAF Þ, the lemma follows. (We remark that if f : X 0 ! X is
a continuous injective map of topological spaces, D a subset of X 0 for which fðDÞ is dis-
crete in X , then D is discrete in X 0. We use this remark for X 0 ¼ GðAF Þ=HðAF Þ, and
X ¼ VðAF Þ.)

For the following well-known lemma about algebraic groups see for instance [3],
Propositions 7.8 and 7.7.

Lemma 4.3. (1) Let H be a closed subgroup of an algebraic group G, both defined over

a field k. Assume that H has no nontrivial characters defined over k. Then there exists a finite

dimensional algebraic representation V of G defined over k, and a vector v A V whose stabil-

iser in G is H. In particular, if Z, the identity component of the center of G, is contained in H,
and if H=Z has no k-rational characters, then there exists a finite dimensional algebraic rep-

resentation V of G defined over k, and a vector v A V whose stabiliser in G is H.
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(2) Let H be a reductive subgroup of a connected algebraic group G, both defined over

a field k. Then there exists a finite dimensional algebraic representation V of G defined over

k, and a vector v A V whose stabiliser in G is H.

For a continuous function f on G belonging to Cy
c ðZnG; wÞ (these are functions f on

G with f ðzgÞ ¼ wðzÞ f ðgÞ for z A Z, g A G, and compactly supported modulo Z), define the
‘orbital integral’ along H to be the function on G given by

g 7! Fð f ; gÞ :¼
Ð

ZnH

f ðhgÞwðhÞ�1
dh:

Clearly Fð f ; gÞ is in the set Cy
c ðHnG; wÞ of continuous functions f on G which have the

property that fðhgÞ ¼ wðhÞfðgÞ for h A H, g A G and are compactly supported modulo
H. It is easy to see that the ‘orbital integral’ map is a surjection from Cy

c ðZnG; wÞ to
Cy

c ðHnG; wÞ.

The following general lemma is a consequence of Schur orthogonality relations, cf.
the corollary in the appendix to [5].

Lemma 4.4. Let k be a non-Archimedean local field, G a reductive algebraic group

over k, and H a closed subgroup of G. Let Z be the identity component of the center of G,
which we assume to be contained in H. As before let G;H;Z also denote the group of k-

rational points of the corresponding algebraic groups. Let w : H ! C� denote a character of

H as well as its restriction to Z. Let ðp;VÞ be an irreducible representation of G with central

character w. Suppose l : p ! C is a linear form on p on which H acts by w�1. Let f ðgÞ be

a smooth function on G which belongs to Cy
c ðZnG; w�1Þ and operates nontrivially on p.

(Pseudo-coe‰cients for discrete series representations have this property.) Then there exist

g0; g1 in G such that Ð
H=Z

f ðg�1
0 hg1ÞwðhÞ dh3 0:

Proof. Since f operates nontrivially on p, pð f Þv0 3 0 for some v0 A p: Since l
is nonzero and p is irreducible, it follows that there exists a g0 A G such that
l
�
pðg0Þpð f Þv0

�
3 0. Unfolding the definition of pð f Þ, we find that

Ð
G=Z

f ðg�1
0 gÞlðgv0Þ dg3 0:

Since l is w-invariant for the action of H, it follows that
Ð

H=Z

f ðg�1
0 hg1ÞwðhÞ dh3 0;

for some choice of g1 A G. r

Finally, here is the statement of the relative trace formula that we will use; see [5],
Theorem 2.

Theorem 4.5. Assume that f ¼
N

fv A Cy
c

�
ZðAF ÞnGðAF Þ; w

�
is such that at some fi-

nite place v of F , fv is the matrix coe‰cient of a supercuspidal representation pv of GðFvÞ.
Then, P

p

P
f ABp

P
�
Rð f Þf

�
fð1Þ ¼

P
g AHðFÞnGðFÞ

Q
v

Fvð fv; gÞ;
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where p ranges over w-distinguished cuspidal representations of GðAF Þ which have pv as

the local component at v, Bp is an orthonormal basis for p, Rð f Þf denotes the action of

f A Cy
c

�
ZðAF ÞnGðAF Þ; w

�
on the space of automorphic forms (on which the center operates

via w) by convolution, and P
�
Rð f Þf

�
denotes the period integral of Rð f Þf along H :

P
�
Rð f Þf

�
¼

Ð
HðFÞZðAF ÞnHðAF Þ

�
Rð f Þf

�
ðhÞwðhÞ�1

dh:

Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof of this theorem is via the method of relative trace
formula, and is a variation on the proof of Hakim-Murnaghan which is for G ¼ GLn, and
H the subgroup of the fixed points of an involution. We repeat most of their proof, and
observe that the choice of their G, H is not really used in the proof, their explicit proof
being replaced by the general Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 from the theory of algebraic groups.

It su‰ces to show that there exists f ¼
N

fv A Cy
c

�
ZðAF ÞnGðAF Þ; w

�
such thatQ

v

Fvð fv; gÞ is nonzero for exactly one g A HðFÞnGðFÞ. We will do this by choosing fv

appropriately at each place v of F . For places in S, we choose fv to be a matrix coe‰-
cient of pv. Since the left and right translates of a matrix coe‰cient is again a matrix
coe‰cient, Lemma 4.4 allows us to assume that Fvð fv; 1Þ3 0. For places outside T , de-
fine fvðzkÞ ¼ wvðzÞ where z A ZðFvÞ, and k an element of the hyperspecial maximal com-
pact subgroup GðOvÞ of GðFvÞ, and define fv to be 0 outside ZðFvÞ � GðOvÞ; this is
well-defined because wv is unramified. For the remaining places of F we choose
fv A Cy

c

�
ZðFvÞnGðFvÞ; wv

�
arbitrarily so that Fð fv; 1Þ is nonzero. In this last choice,

ensure that at some place, say an infinite place v0 of F , the support of the function
Fð fv0

; gÞ is a certain small neighborhood of the identity in GðFv0
Þ=HðFv0

Þ. Since the
‘orbital integral’ map is easily seen to be a surjection from Cy

c

�
ZðFv0

ÞnGðFv0
Þ; wv0

�
to

Cy
c

�
HðFv0

nGðFv0
Þ; wv0

�
, this is possible to achieve. Finally, we see that

Q
v

Fvð fv; gÞ can be

assumed to be nonzero for exactly one g A HðFÞnGðFÞ, in fact for g ¼ 1, using Lemma 4.2,
and the next lemma whose trivial proof we will omit. This completes the proof of the the-
orem.

Lemma 4.6. Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdor¤ topological spaces, and

DHX � Y be a discrete subset containing a point ðx0; y0Þ. Let K HX be a compact set

containing x0. Then there exists an open set U HY , such that DX ðK � UÞ ¼ ðx0; y0Þ.

Remark. Because the globalisation theorem is useful in a variety of contexts, we
have tried to state Theorem 4.1 quite generally, without restricting H to be reductive. In
particular this result contains as a special case the well-known result that locally generic
supercuspidal representations can be embedded as components of a generic automorphic
representation. It can also be used to globalise local representations with particular Fourier-
Jacobi, or Bessel models. We will discuss an example involving an H which is neither uni-
potent, nor reductive.

Example. Let G ¼ GL4 � GL2, H ¼ DGL2 � N where DGL2 is the embedding of
GL2 in G given by

g A GL2 ! g 0

0 g

� �
� g A GL4 � GL2;
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and N is the unipotent radical of the standard ð2; 2Þ parabolic in GL4,

N ¼ I X

0 I

� �����X A M2ðkÞ
� �

:

An additive character c0 of k defines an additive character c of N by cðXÞ ¼ c0ðtr X Þ:
This extends to a character w of H by wðg; nÞ ¼ cðnÞ: A w-distinguished representation of
GL4 � GL2 of the form p1 n p2 is nothing but a representation p1 of GL4 whose maximal
quotient p1;c on which N operates via c (which is a representation space of GL2) has p42 in
its quotient. Theorem 4.1 allows us to globalise this to construct non-vanishing period inte-
grals of the form:

Ð
GL2ðFÞA�

F nGL2ðAF Þ�M2ðFÞnM2ðAF Þ
f1

g gX

0 g

� �
f2ðgÞcðX Þ dg dX

where f1 is a cusp form belonging to an automorphic representation P1 on GL4ðAF Þ with
P as the ð2; 2Þ maximal parabolic; the function f2 belongs to a cuspidal automorphic repre-
sentation P2 of GL2ðAF Þ. If the non-vanishing of this integral can be related to the non-
vanishing of the central critical value LðL2P1 nP�

2 ; 1=2Þ; as is expected, then following
the method of the next section, we will obtain a local result about the constituents of the
twisted Jacquet functor p1;c, as conjectured in [17] in terms of epsilon factors, and verified
there for non-supercuspidal representations of GL4.

5. A local consequence

Let K be a commutative semisimple cubic algebra over a non-archimedean local field
k: In this section we study conditions under which irreducible, admissible representations of
GL2ðKÞ have GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear forms. The results are expressed in terms of certain
epsilon factors. The case K ¼ k l k l k has been previously studied in [15] in the odd res-
idue characteristic and completed in [18]. In fact the method of proof given in [18] works
also for the case when K is of the form K l k where K is a quadratic field extension of
k, but does not seem to work when K is a cubic field extension of k. For the case when
K ¼ K l k with K a quadratic field extension of k, or K a cubic field extension of k, such
a result was proved in [16] exactly for those cases for which the representation of GL2ðKÞ
was not supercuspidal; the local methods employed there were quite inadequate to handle
supercuspidal representations in these cases. Our present method proves such a result in
complete generality.

We begin by fixing some notation. Let Dk be the unique quaternion division algebra
over k, and let DK ¼ Dk nk K: If p is a discrete series representation of GL2ðKÞ (by which
we will always mean an irreducible representation which has a twist whose matrix coe‰-
cients are square integrable modulo centre), we associate an irreducible, admissible repre-
sentation p 0 of D�

K as follows. If K ¼ K l k; where K is a quadratic field extension of k;
then GL2ðKÞ ¼ GL2ðKÞ � GL2ðkÞ and the discrete series representation p of GL2ðKÞ is the
tensor product p1 n p2 of a discrete series representation p1 of GL2ðKÞ and a discrete series
representation p2 of GL2ðkÞ: In this case D�

K ¼ GL2ðKÞ � D�
k : We define the representation

p 0 of D�
K to be p1 n p 0

2 where p 0
2 is the representation of D�

k associated to the discrete series
representation p2 of GL2ðkÞ by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. If K is a cubic field
extension of k then DK is the unique quaternion division algebra over the field K and we let
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p 0 be the representation of D�
K associated to the discrete series representation p of GL2ðKÞ

(by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence).

In this paper we will be dealing only with generic representations of GL2ðKÞ by which
we will mean any infinite dimensional representation of GL2ðKÞ if K is a cubic field exten-
sion of k; and if K ¼ K l k to be the tensor product of an infinite dimensional representa-
tion of GL2ðKÞ with an infinite dimensional representation of GL2ðkÞ:

The main results proved in [16] were the following.

(1) Multiplicity one theorem. For an irreducible, admissible representation p of
GL2ðKÞ; the space of GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear forms on p is at most one-dimensional.

(2) Dichotomy principle. Let p be an irreducible, admissible, generic representation
of GL2ðKÞ such that the central character of p restricted to k�LK� is trivial. Then either
there exists a GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear form on p which is unique up to scalars or the repre-
sentation p of GL2ðKÞ is a discrete series representation and there exists a D�

k -invariant
linear form on the representation p 0 of D�

K which is also unique up to scalars. Moreover,
only one of the two possibilities occurs.

(3) Theorem about epsilon factors. Let p be an irreducible, admissible, generic rep-
resentation of GL2ðKÞ such that the central character of p restricted to k� LK� is trivial.
Then for c a non-trivial additive character of k, eðM k

Ksp;cÞ � oK=kð�1Þ is independent of c
and takes the value þ1 if and only if the representation p of GL2ðKÞ has a GL2ðkÞ-invariant
linear form, and takes the value �1 if and only if the representation p of GL2ðKÞ is a dis-
crete series representation and the representation p 0 of D�

K has a D�
k -invariant linear form.

In the theorem on epsilon factors, M k
Ksp is a certain 8-dimensional representation of

the Deligne-Weil group of k defined in [16], which, for K a cubic field extension of k, is
associated by the process of ‘tensor induction’ to the 2-dimensional representation sp of
the Deligne-Weil group of K where sp is the Langlands parameter of the irreducible admis-
sible representation p of GL2ðKÞ. We have used oK=k for the following quadratic character
of k�.

(a) If K ¼ K l k with K a quadratic field extension of k then oK=k ¼ oK=k where
oK=k is the quadratic character of k� associated by local classfield theory to K.

(b) If K is a cubic field extension of k then oK=k will be the trivial character of k� if
K is Galois over k, and will be the quadratic character oL=k of k� if K is not Galois over k

and L is the unique quadratic extension of k contained in the Galois closure of K.

Of these three theorems, only the first two were proved in complete generality in
[16], and the third theorem on epsilon factors was checked case-by-case only for non-
supercuspidal representations.

Remark. In [16], the epsilon factor used was that of an eight dimensional represen-
tation M k

Ksp of the Weil-Deligne group W 0
k. In the present work, this Galois theoretic ep-

silon factor is changed to the one associated to p by the Langlands-Shahidi method, as in
[21]. It is natural to expect that the two epsilon factors are the same, but it has not been
proven yet except in the case E ¼ F lF lF , which has been done by Ramakrishnan [20].
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Proof of the Theorem on epsilon factors. The proof of the Theorem on epsilon fac-
tors is exactly along the lines given in [18], except that we globalise a locally distinguished
representation by means of Theorem 4.1, thus via the methods of relative trace formula in-
stead of the Burger-Sarnak principle that we employed in [18].

Given a commutative semisimple cubic algebra K over k, realise this as the local
component of a cubic field extension E of a number field F at a place v0, i.e., k ¼ Fv0

, and
K ¼ E nF Fv0

. We assume that both F and E are totally real. Assume that p has a GL2ðkÞ-
invariant linear form. For p non-supercuspidal, the Theorem on epsilon factors is proved by
direct calculation in [16]. We therefore assume in the rest of the proof that p is a supercus-
pidal representation of GL2ðKÞ. Then by Theorem 4.1, p can be realised as the local compo-
nent of an automorphic representation P of GL2ðAEÞ, and there exists an f A P such thatÐ

GL2ðFÞA�
F nGL2ðAF Þ

f ðhÞ dh3 0;

with the further property that P is unramified at any finite place of E which is not lying
over v0. By Theorem 1.1, this means that L3ð1=2;PÞ3 0: Therefore, in particular, the sign
e3ð1=2;PÞ in the functional equation is 1.

Before proceeding further, define a character oE=F : A�
F !G1 to be the sign

of the permutation representation of the Galois group GalðF=FÞ on the set
GalðF=FÞ=GalðF=EÞ. Clearly oE=F has local components oK=k where k is a completion
of F , and K ¼ k nF E. In particular,

Q
v

oEv=Fv
ð�1Þ ¼ 1 where the product is over all the

places v of F , and Ev ¼ E nF Fv.

Since

e3
1

2
;P

� �
¼

Q
v

e3
1

2
;Pv

� �
¼

Q
v

e3
1

2
;Pv

� �
oEv=Fv

ð�1Þ ¼ 1

(where v belongs to the set of places of F ), if we can prove that all the factors
e3ð1=2;PvÞoEv=Fv

ð�1Þ are equal to 1, except at v0, we would be able to deduce that
e3ð1=2;Pv0

ÞoK=kð�1Þ ¼ 1 too. But e3ð1=2;PvÞoEv=Fv
ð�1Þ ¼ 1 for all finite places v, v3 v0,

as Pv is an unramified representation, for which this is an easy calculation as done
in [16], Proposition 8.7. (As an erratum to [16], we note that the factor oEv=Fv

ð�1Þ is
missing in the statement of the Proposition 8.7 of [16].) For v archimedean, again
e3ð1=2;PvÞoEv=Fv

ð�1Þ ¼ 1. (We note that since we have assumed that all the real places of
F split in E, oEv=Fv

ð�1Þ ¼ 1, and that by the theorem on triple products at infinity, cf. [15],
e3ð1=2;PvÞ ¼ 1.) Thus we conclude that if pv0

has a GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear form, then
e3ð1=2;Pv0

ÞoK=kð�1Þ ¼ 1.

On the other hand if p does not have a GL2ðkÞ-invariant linear form, then by the
dichotomy principle proved in [16], p is a discrete series representation, and there exists a
D�

k -invariant linear form on the representation p 0 of D�
K associated to p by the Jacquet-

Langlands correspondence. Globalise p 0 to a distinguished automorphic form P 0 on
ðDnF EÞ� where D is the quaternion division algebra over F , which remains a division
algebra at the place v0, and which is a division algebra at exactly one place at infinity of
F , but at no other finite or infinite place of F besides these two. We can assume again
that P 0 is unramified at all finite places of E except the one over v0. This time
e3ð1=2;PvÞoEv=Fv

ð�1Þ ¼ �1 at the infinite place of F where D has remained a division al-
gebra, and is equal to 1 at all the other places besides v0. Thus, e3ð1=2;Pv0

ÞoK=kð�1Þ ¼ �1.
This completes the proof of the Theorem on epsilon factors.
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